Simulator training for endobronchial ultrasound: a randomised controlled trial
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ABSTRACT Endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) is very operator dependent and has a long learning curve. Simulation-based training might shorten the learning curve, and an assessment tool with solid validity evidence could ensure basic competency before unsupervised performance.

A total of 16 respiratory physicians, without EBUS experience, were randomised to either virtual-reality simulator training or traditional apprenticeship training on patients, and then each physician performed EBUS-TBNA procedures on three patients. Three blinded, independent assessor assessed the video recordings of the procedures using a newly developed EBUS assessment tool (EBUSAT).

The internal consistency was high (Cronbach’s α=0.95); the generalisability coefficient was good (0.86), and the tool had discriminatory ability (p<0.001). Procedures performed by simulator-trained novices were rated higher than procedures performed by apprenticeship-trained novices: mean±SD are 24.2±7.9 points and 20.2±9.4 points, respectively; p=0.006. A pass/fail standard of 28.9 points was established using the contrasting groups method, resulting in 16 (67%) and 20 (83%) procedures performed by simulator-trained novices and apprenticeship-trained novices failing the test, respectively; p<0.001.

The endobronchial ultrasound assessment tool could be used to provide reliable and valid assessment of competence in EBUS-TBNA, and act as an aid in certification. Virtual-reality simulator training was shown to be more effective than traditional apprenticeship training.
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Introduction

Accurate staging of mediastinal lymph nodes is essential to ensure the correct treatment of patients with potentially resectable nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Endobronchial ultrasonography (EBUS) and transoesophageal ultrasonography (EUS) have replaced surgical mediastinoscopy as the first choice to obtain tissue confirmation [1, 2]. Consequently, the availability of EBUS equipment has increased exponentially [3]. However, this rapid dissemination has occurred without a consensus on how operators should be trained and how procedural competency should be assessed. The diagnostic yield is highly operator-dependent, and the learning curve shows substantial variation between individual operators [4, 5]. The traditional apprenticeship model of EBUS training is not optimal, as trainee participation increases procedure time, amount of sedation used, and shows a trend towards increased complication rates [6].

The use of virtual reality simulators in training is gaining ground in educational environments for health professions. In comparison to no intervention, simulation is consistently associated with large effects for outcomes of knowledge, skills, and behaviours [7]. Two studies on virtual reality EBUS simulators have also shown promising results, but no randomised controlled trials comparing apprenticeship training to virtual-reality simulator training have been performed [8, 9]. Performing experimental studies in medical education is challenging [10]. Multicentre studies are often necessary in order to reach a sufficient sample size, and the validity of the outcome measure requires great attention; what defines competent performance of an EBUS procedure? A dichotomous outcome measure, such as diagnostic yield is not adequate to assess performance of individual procedures and is not a viable option in a supervised training environment, as yield is influenced by supervisors’ assistance. Guidelines from the British Thoracic Society recommend focusing on monitoring an individual’s performance, and state that standards for assessment of competency should be determined [11]. Ideally, evidence of the validity of these assessments should be gathered from all five sources in Messick’s unitary framework of validity, which are: content, response process, internal structure, relationship to other variable, and consequences [12].

The aims of this study were to develop an assessment tool for measuring competency in EBUS-guided transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA) and to establish evidence of validity for the tool, along with comparing the competency of trainees after traditional apprenticeship training on patients and virtual-reality simulator training, respectively.

Material and methods

Development of the assessment tool

The assessment tool was developed by a group consisting of two respiratory physicians, a thoracic surgeon, and a professor of medical education, all with considerable experience in performance, teaching, and validation of endoscopic ultrasound and other procedures [13–15]. The tool was designed according to the original format for “objective structured assessment of technical skills”, in which each item is rated on a scale from 1 to 5, with descriptive anchors in the middle and at the ends, and re-coded into a score from 0 to 4 points [16]. Six items were designed to assess knowledge of the mediastinal anatomy, by requesting the operators to identify six anatomic landmarks: lymph node stations 4L, 7, 10L or 11L, 10R or 11R; the azygos vein; and lymph node station 4R. Four items related to the technical skills necessary to handle the scope and perform TBNA were defined: insertion of the endoscope, positioning of the transducer, use of sheath, and use of needle. Finally, two items were added to allow assessors to give their overall opinion on anatomic orientation and biopsy sampling, respectively. After pilot testing in Denmark and the Netherlands using both direct observation and video-based assessment, the 12-item endobronchial ultrasound assessment tool (EBUSAT) was finalised and a copy can be found in the online supplementary material.

Participants

Two experts and 16 trainees in endosonography were enrolled in the study. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the study. The trainees were respiratory physicians in Denmark (n=8) and the Netherlands (n=8). Inclusion criteria were knowledge of mediastinal staging and experience in flexible bronchoscopy; exclusion criterion was former EBUS training. Both experts had been actively engaged in EBUS-TBNA for >10 years, thereby fulfilling the criteria for international expertise [17]. All participants were volunteers and signed informed consent at the time of inclusion. All procedures were performed in a supervised fashion similar to daily practice. All data was kept confidential, and according to the national legislation of both countries, the study was exempt from full ethical approval.

Training programme

All trainees attended a full-day theoretical EBUS course in either Denmark or the Netherlands with identical lectures and equipment demonstration given by the same faculty, and with no hands-on training. Special attention was given to making all participants familiar with the standardised approach to EBUS, as described earlier, and with the assessment tool that would be used to assess their competence. Thereafter,
the participants were randomly divided into eight pairs, and each pair had a half-day of clinical hands-on training, supervised by one of the two experts. Through a drawing of sealed envelopes by an independent nurse, the participants were then randomised into individual training on either patients (apprenticeship training) or a virtual reality simulator.

Apprenticeship training consisted of half a day of focussed supervised performance of EBUS-TBNA procedures. Each trainee performed two to four procedures. Whereas the virtual-reality simulator training consisted of half a day of hands-on training on the GI Bronch Mentor EBUS Simulator (Simbionix, Cleveland, OH, USA), figure 2. The simulator consists of a proxy EBUS scope and TBNA needle, an interface to track the motions of the equipment, and a computer that generates endoscopic and ultrasound images. Each participant completed each of the six different training cases at least once. The same thoracic surgeon supervised all training sessions, in order to standardise the simulator training (that is the intervention). The total training time equalled the time for clinical training in the control group.

**Testing of competence**

Testing was performed as retention tests between 1 and 8 weeks after training completion. All test sessions were scheduled before the participants were randomised. The participants were not allowed to practice or perform EBUS procedures in the interval between training and retention testing. The test consisted of the performance of three EBUS-TBNA procedures in three consecutive patients. After introduction of the scope, the trainee had to identify the six anatomical landmarks (described previously) in the predefined order, followed by two transbronchial fine-needle aspirations of one lymph node station. All procedures were supervised by one of the two EBUS experts. The supervisor told the trainee which lymph node station to puncture, but otherwise did not interfere during the procedure, unless interference was essential for the patient or the equipment. Any verbal or manual intervention was noted. After testing all 16 trainees, the two experts performed five consecutive procedures each, in the exact same way as described above.
The ultrasound images and the endoscopic images of all procedures were video recorded using the picture-in-picture function.

**Scoring**

The assessment process started 3 months after the last test was completed. We used three assessors: one EBUS expert involved in the development of the EBUSAT and two independent, external EBUS experts who only received written instructions on the use of the assessment tool. Each assessor received a portable hard drive with anonymised video recordings of the procedures, and independently assessed the procedures using the corresponding EBUSAT forms. If the trainee had required verbal assistance, the appropriate item was given a score of 1 point. If the supervisor had manually assisted the trainee, the score was reduced to 0 points for that item.

**Statistical analysis**

Internal consistency of the EBUSAT form was explored using Cronbach’s $\alpha$. Generalisability theory was used to give a combined estimate of the reliability of the assessment tool and to explore the different sources of variance [18]. A “decision study” was performed to explore the effect of changing the number of assessors and procedures assessed. We followed the recommendations by Downing [19] for all reliability indices: coefficients $>0.7$ were considered sufficient for formative assessment, coefficients $>0.8$ were considered good (suitable for summative assessment), and coefficients $>0.9$ were considered excellent. EBUSAT scores of procedures performed by different groups were compared using the Mann–Whitney test. Item scores were compared using independent samples t-tests. All p-values $<0.05$ were considered statistically significant. A pass/fail score was established using the contrasting-groups method [20]. The consequences of the standard regarding pass/fail within the three groups were reported using frequencies and explored using Fisher’s exact test.

The G-string IV statistical software package (Papaworx, Hamilton, ON, Canada) was used for the generalisability analyses; all other analyses were performed using PASW, version 20.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

**Results**

**Evidence for validity**

A summary of all gathered evidence of validity for the EBUSAT form is shown in table 1. The internal consistency of the EBUSAT was high, Cronbach’s $\alpha=0.95$. The correlations between the two overall items (“orientation overall” and “biopsy sampling overall”) and the underlying specific items were high: Pearson’s r=0.88 and 0.86, respectively (p<0.001 for both correlations). The generalisability coefficient was good for our setup, 0.86. Table 2 shows the different sources of variance. More than half of the variance
originated from differences among participants (the facet of interest), and the second largest source of variance was the difference in patient cases’ difficulty with disagreement between assessors only accounting for a small part of the variance. Figure 3 shows the results of the D-study, demonstrating the reliability of the EBUSAT when one, two, or three assessors assess one to eight procedures.

Procedures performed by EBUS experts received a significantly higher score than procedures performed by novices, mean±SD scores were 35.2±9.4 points versus 22.3±9.0 points, respectively, p<0.001. Performance of TBNA was more difficult than the identification of anatomical landmarks; the items “orientation overall” and “biopsy sampling overall” scored 2.0 points and 1.6 points on average, respectively, p<0.001. Stations 4R, 10R, and 10L were relatively difficult to identify, resulting in mean item scores of 1.9, 1.7, and 1.9 points, respectively. Stations 4L, 7, and the azygos vein were easier, receiving item scores of 2.5, 2.3, and 2.3 points, respectively. There was also a considerable difference in the item scores concerning biopsy sampling: “use of needle” received the lowest score of all items, with 1.4 points; “positioning of transducer” scored 1.7 points; and “use of sheath” scored 2.6 points.

A pass/fail standard of 28.9 points was established using the contrasting group method (figure 4). Only one of the procedures performed by experts (10%) scored below this standard, whereas 20 (83%) and 16 (67%) procedures performed by apprentice-trained novices and simulator-trained novices failed the test, respectively, p<0.001.

<p>| TABLE 1 Overview of the validity evidence for the endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) assessment tool (EBUSAT) using Messick’s framework of validity |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of evidence for validity</th>
<th>Examples of questions related to each source of evidence</th>
<th>Validity evidence for the EBUSAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Is the construct of interest covered by the assessment tool?</td>
<td>Uniform agreement between experts in the field on design, items and anchors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the assessment process eliminate sources of error to the maximum extent possible?</td>
<td>Allows blinded (unbiased) assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the assessment tool have good psychometric characteristics?</td>
<td>Uses global (not checklist) rating scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the assessment score correlate with known measures of competence?</td>
<td>Excellent internal consistency Cronbach’s α=0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can the validity evidence be generalised?</td>
<td>Good reliability: generalisability coefficient=0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are the consequences of the assessment in terms of pass/fail decisions?</td>
<td>EBUS experts score significantly better than EBUS novices: p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The tool was used with success in two different countries and with three different assessors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17% of procedures by apprentice-trained novices passed, 33% of procedures by simulator-trained novices passed, and 90% of procedures by EBUS experts passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE 2 Results from the G-Study indicating the contribution of each source of variance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of variance</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Estimated VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>Systematic variation among physicians</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessors</td>
<td>Systematic variability among assessors</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction between physician and assessor</td>
<td>Consistent trend for a assessor to access a particular physician differently</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction between cases and physicians</td>
<td>Systematic variability among cases</td>
<td>12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction between case, assessor, and physician</td>
<td>All remaining variability</td>
<td>34.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VC: variance component; EBUS-TBNA: endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial needle aspiration.
Virtual-reality simulator training versus traditional apprenticeship training

Procedures performed by simulator-trained novices were rated higher than procedures performed by apprenticeship-trained novices: mean±SD 24.2±7.9 points and 20.2±9.4 points, respectively, p=0.006 (figure 5). Simulator training resulted in a higher score for anatomical orientation (14.8±6.0 points versus 12.0±6.5 points, p=0.007), as well as for technical skills 9.6±3.8 points versus 8.2±4.1 points, p=0.023.

Discussion

We developed a tool for assessing competence in EBUS-TBNA (EBUSAT) and gathered evidence of validity from the five sources in the unitary framework (table 1 and online supplementary material). Physicians randomised to virtual-reality simulator training received higher EBUSAT scores on blinded assessments of EBUS-TBNA procedures than traditional apprenticeship-trained physicians (figure 5).

Validity evidence for the assessment tool

Development by a faculty with expertise in both endosonography and assessment tools lends credibility to the content of the EBUSAT; the items are representative of the important issues defining an EBUS procedure. The content validity is further supported by the good correlation between the overall items (“orientation overall” and “biopsy sampling overall”) and the underlying specific items.
We took great care to eliminate sources of error in the “response process”. The thoroughly tested objective structured assessment of technical skill format allows for graduated judgments of competence, as well as registration of an overall impression of incompetence caused by one or more errors that only result in a minimal reduction in the checklist score. Furthermore, the dichotomous nature of checklists introduces a significant ceiling effect that is unsuitable for measuring nuances of proficiency [21, 22]. Wahidi et al. [23] used a checklist to assess when 13 trainees could independently perform a successful EBUS-TBNA procedure, and found that 25%, 50%, and 75% of the trainees did so after an average of five, nine, and 13 procedures, respectively. A study on central venous catheterisation skills found that a number of incompetent trainees committing serious procedural errors still managed to achieve a high checklist score (≥80%) [24]. EBUSAT was developed to allow blinded assessments based on anonymised recordings of EBUS-TBNA procedures, and the generalisability analysis (table 2) showed that this blinding was successful; interaction between assessor and physician accounted for <2% of the variance. Blinding eliminated a major threat to validity, that of bias in the assessor-trainee relationship during direct observation. A study on assessment of performance in EUS showed that consultants achieved significantly higher scores when the assessors knew their identity, whereas the opposite was true for trainees [15].

The psychometric characteristics (“internal structure”) of the EBUSAT tool proved satisfactory. Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) showed good internal consistency, and generalisability analysis showed that disagreement between assessors only accounted for 4.3% of the variance (showing a good inter-assessor reliability). The variance due to performance of different cases (test-retest reliability) was considerably larger; this was expected, as we used consecutive patients of differing difficulty. This finding underlines the importance of assessing multiple procedures to reach a reliable judgment regarding the competence of a trainee [13]. The decision study showed that several feasible combinations of the number of assessors and the number of procedures resulted in acceptable generalisability coefficients (figure 3). Assessments of three procedures by a single assessor, e.g. the supervisor, results in a coefficient >0.7 and is sufficient for a formative assessment (feedback). Two assessors assessing three procedures (or three assessors assessing two procedures) are necessary to achieve a coefficient >0.8 for high-stakes summative assessment (certification). This corresponds to similar studies on performance assessment of oesophageal and abdominal ultrasound skills supporting the generalisability of our results [15, 25].

Procedures that were performed by experienced operators scored significantly higher than procedures performed by novices (p<0.001), providing important validity evidence regarding discriminatory ability. Our findings are based on data from two countries and three different assessors who only received written instructions. Thus, the EBUSAT instrument is probably feasible for use in other institutions.

The shift towards competency-based medical education, with the introduction of assessment tools, makes it important to explore the “consequences of testing” with regard to pass/failure [26]. We used a credible standard-setting method to establish a pass/fail score; only one of the procedures performed by the experts received a lower score, whereas most procedures performed by trainees failed to meet the criterion.
Virtual-reality simulator training versus traditional apprenticeship training

An important part of this study was to explore if virtual-reality simulator training could replace apprenticeship training in the initial part of the learning curve. We found that the simulator-trained novices scored significantly higher than novices who had trained on real patients and were supervised by EBUS experts \((p=0.006)\). The current study is the largest EBUS-training study, and the first randomised study to use performance on real patients as an outcome parameter. While we did not investigate why simulation-based training was more efficient than apprenticeship training, we suspect that it is due to the different nature of the two training modalities: virtual reality simulators allow trainees maximum hands-on time in a standardised and relatively stress-free environment, whereas clinical training is naturally dependent on the available patients. Moreover, some cases can be too challenging for novices, and there will often exist some waiting time between procedures. Also, especially in the early part of the learning curve, the supervisor will often take control over the procedure due to concerns regarding the patient, the equipment, or time constraints.

A systematic EBUS-TBNA training programme should not be based on virtual-reality simulator training alone; simulator training can only replace the initial part of the learning curve (figure 6). Our results confirm that trainees should not be considered fully competent after training on a virtual reality simulator (figure 5). We propose a three-step approach consisting of learning the necessary anatomy and theory (step one), simulation-based training (step two), and supervised practice on patients (step three), before performing independent procedures. Testing can ensure basic competency and has been shown to accelerate learning and improve retention \([27]\). Thus, we propose that all three steps should end with a test of competence before proceeding to the next step. Tests with validity evidence have been published regarding theoretical knowledge \([28]\), performance on EBUS-TBNA simulators \([29, 30]\) and performance on patients EBUS-STAT \([21]\) and EBUSAT (current study).

Our study has several limitations. Even though it is the largest EBUS training study to date, we acknowledge that 16 respiratory physicians is still a relatively small number. Unfortunately, this is often the case in medical education research due to feasibility issues and scarcity of participants suitable for inclusion, e.g. the two randomised studies performed on virtual reality bronchoscopy simulators included six and 10 participants, respectively \([31, 32]\). Our study had sufficient power to detect the differences in performance between the two groups (which was \(\sim 20\%\)). Another limitation relates to the outcome measure (EBUSAT score). Ideally, training studies should show better patient outcomes in terms of morbidity and mortality or use clinical outcome measures such as diagnostic yield. However, this would require a large number of trainees performing unsupervised procedures, which does not seem feasible or ethically acceptable. For this limitation, we believe that the best possible solution is the assessment of multiple procedures by multiple blinded assessors using an assessment tool with solid evidence for validity from multiple sources. The validity of an assessment tool is dependent on the context in which it is being used, and the issue of generalisability should always be contemplated. A recent review of assessment tools found that a vast majority of studies used "an outdated framework on the basis of types of validity"; the systematic exploration of the EBUSAT, using an accepted framework, is a major strength of our study \([33]\). However, it is important to acknowledge that the EBUSAT was only developed to test anatomical

![FIGURE 6 Graph illustrating two approaches to procedural training: practicing on simulators before performing procedures on patients (dotted line) and initial training on patients (solid line). The area between the curves represents the potential benefit of simulation-based training.](image-url)
orientation and technical skills, and other important competences such as theoretical knowledge, communication with the patient, and the ability to work in a team, should also be assessed.

**Conclusion**

EBUSAT is the first assessment tool that allows for a blinded assessment of clinical EBUS-TBNA performance. This study gathered evidence from all five sources of evidence for validity in two different countries and using three independent assessors, making it highly probable that our findings can be generalised to other settings. A credible pass/fail standard was established, making it possible to use the EBUSAT as an aid in certification. Virtual-reality simulator training was more effective than traditional apprenticeship training in the initial part of the learning curve.
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